DA celebrates 36 years of providing eco-solutions for people and planet

Development Alternatives (DA), the world's first "social enterprise”, was set up in 1982 with an idea to deliver sustainable development outcomes in a commercially viable manner. On 3rd October, 2018, DA completed 36 years of creating sustainable livelihood models, helping in eliminating poverty and at the same time, regenerating the environmental resource base through methods that are highly scalable.

The celebrations took place on 3rd November, 2018, at Delhi HQ office, as well as, TARagram Orchha Campus. The event witnessed participation from the staff - in the form of dances, songs and games. Dr. Ashok Khosla (Chairman, DA) through his encouraging and motivating words, emphasised on the importance of deriving insights from everyone to achieve new heights. He stressed that DA is a progressive organisation and has achieved many milestones and together will accomplish many more landmarks. DA staff members were also awarded for their commendable professional performance through the year. The event concluded with DA’s Anthem ‘Hum aage the, hum aage hain, hum aage hi rahen’.